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Early Snow

SATB with Piano

Words: Joseph Powell

Music: Alan Stringer

Out side the slant ing

The slanting air and down they fall and falling go.

They're blown this way, this way and that.

Love, Love, what can be left to know? Here's much

better than what's there.

This country's roads are filling up with
Outside the slanting snows, like driven snows, like driven snow. Out - side the slant - ing snows, like driven snows, like driven snow.

Up they climb the swirling air and down they souls.

They're blown this way and this way and this way and this way and fall, and falling go.
Love, love what can be left to know? Here's much that.

Love, love what can be left to know? Here's much that.

better than what's there. This country's roads are filling up with

better than what's there. This country's roads are filling up with

snow. pp Outside the slanting snow, out -
side the slanting snow.

Love, Love,

What can be

left to know?

What can be left to

know?

molto rit.